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TRANSITION, TECHNOLOGY, TRANSFORMATION



So, what do we know about the 
contemporary experience of a 

new graduate moving into 
professional practice?



Duchscher	Program	of	Research
Professional	Role	Transition	(PRT)

•Qualitative	methodology	(interpretive	phenom/grounded	theory)
•3+1	major	studies	of	NGs 1997-2007	(6000	pgs	data)

ØCT	process	of	the	NG	(1998)
ØIntegrating	NGs into	Emergency	(2002)
ØQualitative	analysis	Australian	NG	data	(N=260)	(2005)
ØNG	professional	role	transition	(2007)

•Transition	Shock	©	model	construction	(2007)
•Stages	of	Transition	©	theoretical	framework	(2007)

+NG	Perceptions	of	Nursing	Leadership	During	PRT	(Offiah MN	2010)
+Accelerated	Degree	Graduate	PRT	(2011)
+Male	Transition	to	Professional	Practice	(2011)
+Experience	of	PRT	for	Newly	Licensed	Physicians	(2012)

COMPLETE KNOWLEDGE	DISSEMINATION	STAGE



1. The	Development	of	a	PRT	Risk	Assessment	Instrument	- DELPHI
(2014/2017)

2. The	Experience	of		PRT	in	Allied	Health	Professionals	(2017)
3. The	Journey	from	Nursing	Student	to	Professional	Nurse:		

Lessons	for	Undergraduate	Nursing	Education	(2018)
4. Nursing	Graduate	PRT	to	Rural	Communities	(2018-2019)
5. A	Comparison	of	PRT	in	Indigenous	Nursing	Graduates	Placed	in	

Urban	and	Rural	(Indigenous	Demography)	Settings	(2018-2019)
6. PEARLS	Simulation	Approach	in	Preparing	Nursing	Students	for	

PRT	(2020)

PENDING

Duchscher	Program	of	Research
Professional	Role	Transition	(PRT)





Transitions represent that “confusing 
nowhere of in-between ness” that serves as 
the channel between what WAS and what 

IS….

Bridges, 1980







Healthcare	
Industry

Nursing	
Education

“You’ll	learn	that	
when	you	get	out”

“Didn’t	they	teach	you	
that?	How	come	you	
don’t	know	that?”





1-4 Months 4-8 Months 8-12 Months

STAGES
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1-4 Months

STAGES
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…………..Moving 
nursing forward

•overwhelming fear
•emotional upheavel
•physical exhaustion
•task distraction
•professional disorientation
•role confusion/stress/strain
•identity disruption
•doubt and loss  

TRANSITION SHOCK





“I’m just trying to get 
through my shift without 

killing anyone”
Research Participant July 2001



“I was so focused on knowing the 
routine, knowing what I’m doing, getting 

things done, knowing 
the way different 
nurses like things 

done, knowing where 
I fit in, what I’m 

supposed to be doing, 
when I’m supposed to be 
doing it. I had total tunnel 
vision. I was just focused on 

getting the job done and getting out of 
there on time. Then I would go home and 
I would feel guilty for not being more”



“I went in and there was someone asking for 
something for pain and I thought…okay...yup…and 
I go back and I tell the RN that I’m with, ‘Oh, so 
and so wants something for pain’. She looks at me 
and kind of rolls her eyes and she’s like ‘Well, go 
get him something…you’re the RN, go ahead’. I 
was sitting there and I’m just shaking trying to pull 
the morphine out of this vial”



• Focused on tasks
•Will do what they ‘know’
•Some things are different than 

they were in school!
•Don’t know colleagues yet
•Doubt self ++ - NORMAL
•Who am I  ???
• Is this what a NURSE does ??
•May feel overwhelmed

Stage 1 - DOING
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4-8 Months
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Too Fast to   
Process

X Some things go 
so fast though I 
can’t even 
process 
them….Like it’s so 
fast that I can’t 
even process 
some stuff and it 
takes like 5 or 6 
times to catch it 
all. It’s just going 
so fast.



Guidelines

X My guideline is 60. I know the heartrate was 
58, but that’s not 60 and I’m not going to 
waver from that on this patient, then it’s this 
patient, the other patient; why do we have a 
guideline if it’s not going to be stuck to. I 
understand sometimes you have to sort of 
waver under guidelines, but for me right now 
I don’t want to, that’s where I’m stuck.





I just need to rest awhile…..



•Total exhaustion
•Sometimes people pull away
•“YIKES, what have I done ??”
•6-7 month may be another crisis

•Will gradually ‘re-enter’
•Learning who they are as a nurse 

and what nurses do!
•Need time to recover now

STAG
ES

Stage 2   BEING

4-8 Months
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8-12 Months
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My mind seems to be much more sharp and my 
memory has very much improved. I am able to 
keep track of so many more things in my 
head…I’m able to keep track of my patient’s 
conditions, their progress, symptoms, tests, 
important medications, lab values, 
problems….Things are falling into place. I 
guess from my last journal, the baby is finally 
learning to walk, maybe I’ll be a toddler next, or 
the terrible two’s.

Meaning Making



Work Realities
X It was just that hard on me emotionally and 

mentally that I just felt that I couldn’t do it. I 
thought I don’t want to be here…I should go back 
to school and do something else that I’m not 
going to hurt anybody, like Commerce or 
something….I’ve been trying to decide what else I 
could do with my life that wouldn’t be nearly so 
stressful. A job where I could still be around 
people, but not have to work 12-hour shifts, get 
up at 0600 in the morning, or deal with excrement 
every hour of the day.



I Have a Voice
“I‘m actually feeling like 
I’ve found my spot…it just 
feels like things are 
coming together now 
because it feels like I have 
a voice a little bit. People 
don’t look at me like a new 
grad anymore and they 
see me as a colleague, 
they see me as an RN. It’s 
starting to fit….it feels like 
I have a place there now.”



•Things are settling out
•Your mind is working better
•You see YOURSELF in 

comparison to OTHERS
•Start to see the ‘bigger’ picture
•You feel more a part of things
•You might want to make plans 

– learn more, see more

8-12 Months Transition

STAGES

Stage 3  KNOWING
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Successful Transition of New Graduates

PREDICTABILITY

STABILITY FAMILIARITY
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The best way to predict      
the future...

is to  create 
it…





AVAILABLE AT 
REGISTRATION DESK



The future is 
built by giving 

the next 
generation 

reason to hope…



December 2005
University of 

Manitoba               WINN 


